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"But as thehabitations were graduallybuiltup and the populationincreased, it was noticed that the water in the wells,

especially in the morepopulous portions, was rapidly losing its pristinepurity,and was becoming hard, impotable and
injurious to health..."

Municipal Reportof the City of Charleston, South Carolina, 1881

as reported by Chapelle, 1997, p. 157.

"In general, aquiferswill returnsmall quantities of untreatedsewage to clean, pristine water fairlyquickly. As long as

the amount of sewage did not exceed the "assimilative capacity" of the underlying aquifer..."

Chapelle, 1997, p. 162 discussing the correlation between increasing

population (and privies) and the decline of waterquality of wells in

Charleston, Sou& Carolinaduring the 1800's.



A Recharge-Based Nitrate-Dilution
Model for New Jersey

ABSTRACT

The effluent from domestic on:site subsurface wastewater disposal systems can degrade ground-water quality.

Where these systems are too close together the cumulative impact may exceed the natural ability of the environment to

clean _nd dilute the effluent, resulting in elevated concentrations ofcontamiuants in ground water. One contaminant of

concerh in effluent is nitrate. Nitrate is produced in the unsaturated zone beneath a disposal system by the microbial

tnmsfohnation of ammonia. The primarydrinking water criterion for nitrate is 10 mg/L. Concentrations greater than
this can cause methemogiubinemia in infants and are a health threat to the elderly. Additionally, elevated nitrate

concena'ations are an indication of the possible presence of other c_ntaminsn_ in ground water.

This report presents a methodology that enables the user to estimate the average area required pet disposal

system _ generate enough ground-water rechargeto dilute that system's effluent to acceptable levels. The recharge-

based nitrate-dilution model described here is a synthesis of two independent methods: a mass..dilutiun model and the
New Jersey Geological Survey's (NJGS) ground-water-reubargemethod.

The mass-dilution model is modified from the Trela-Douglas nitrate dilution model. The Trela-Douslas

nitrate dilution model has been used in New .lesey for more than 20 years to estimate nitrate concena'ations in ground
water fi'omun-site subsurfacewastewaterdisposal systems. As originallypublished,the model requireddata on household
occupation rate, per capita water use, lot sizeper home, recharge rate, and the nitrateconcentration in the effluent. This

method has been revised to require only the household occupation mte and the per capita nitrate loading rate. It also

accounts for reduction in rechargedue to impervious cover on the undeveloped lot.
I

The NJGS' ground-water-rechargemethod is a water-budget approachthat estimates average annual ground-

water rech_ge based on land use, soil type and a municipality-based climate f_tor. It is applicable only to New Jersey.

The two underlying models are combined to produce a rechaige-based nitrate-dilutiun model. This requires

an additional parameter, a nitrate target. The target is the concentration that nitrate in the ground-water should not

exceed aRer dilution is taken into account. The model's result is an estimate of reqaired acres per system which will

provide enough rechargeto dilute the nitrate emitted by an on-site subsurface wastewater disposal system to meet the

specified Water-quality target. This reportprovides a spreadsheetto perform the necassa_ calculations. The spreadsheet
is titled 'NJ NO3 DILUTION_VS0.XLS'.

The assumptions cuntained inthe two underlying models apply to the resultant model. The primaryassumptions

made by thenitrate-dilution model are: (1) complete and uniform mixing of wastewater; (2) the only water available
to dilute the nitrate loading is recharge on the pervious areas of the lot; (3) molecular dispersion and diffusion are

insignificant; and (4) deaitrification in the groundwater is insignificant. TheNJGS' ground-water-rechargemethodology
assumes that an annual average water-budget approach, whereby all water which infiltratesbelow the root zone becomes

• Jl

recharge, is appropnate.

The methodology is designed to be used as a planning tool. It cannot be used to accurately estimate nitrate

concentrations in a contaminant plume at specific distances downgradient of an individual wastewater disposal system.

It 'can be used, however, to estimate regional concentrations of nitrate in ground water resulting from residential

developments with on-site wastowater disposal systems.
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Reasonable nitrate-loading rates for New Jersey are based on 3 people per home and 10 pounds of nitrate per

person per year. The occupancy rate may be altered if developmant-or township-specific values are more reasonable.

The per capita nitrate loading rate should not be altered without significant researchinto appropriate loading rates.

Nitrate targetsdepend on specificprogramand regulatoryrequirements.In general,an antidegradetion approach

as defined in New Jersey's ground-water-quality regulations (N.J.A.C. 7:9-6) is appropriate. This leads to a nitrate

targetof shunt 5.2 mg/L in most areas of New Jersey. However, in areas of special ecological concern, lower targets

may be appropriate.

This method addresses just one factor in determining how dense of a development a specified areacan sustain

without undesirable effects on the environment. Other factors, such as other non-point source contaminant loading,

infi'asu'ucturecapacity, open-space requirements, andecological impacts must be addressed in determining the actual

carrying capacity of a specific tractof land.

An earlierversion of thismodel estimatednitrateIoadingsbasedon percapita wateruse rates and concentration

of nitrate in the effluent. This approach required two parameters, each with awide rangeof poseible values. Using the

actual per capita nitrateloading reduces uncertainty. Additionally, earlierversions allowed the nitrateto be diluted by

the volume of wastewater, but allowed for additional sources of nitrate input. This cunent approach restricts dilution

to infiltration on pervious portions of the lot, but only accounts for nitrate Ioadings from the subsurface wastewater

disposal system.

Version 4 of the spreadsheet that implements this model contained an errorthat slightly overestimated the

landarea required to generateenough recharge to dilute the nitrateto the specified target. Version5 corrects this error.

This document, and accompanying spreadsheet, supereede earlierversions. The spreadsheet may be revised

if appropriate.

INTRODUCTION

The New Jersey Geological Survey (NJGS) has water criterionof 10milligrams per liter (mg/L) nitrate-

provided estimates of water-resource-bused carrying nitrogen (nitrate) and the surface-water-qnality criterion

capacity for more than 30 years. Early studies of the of 2 mg/L forstate category I surfacewaters ware applied

geology and ground-water resources of rural and in setting water-quality goals for use in the model,

developing areas used aquifer characteristics to develop depending on the geographic areaof concern. The Trela-

recommendations for appropriate residential lot sizes Douglas model has been applied in several locations

where served by on-site subsurface wastewater disposal outside of the Pinelunds to determine appropriate

systems (Widmer, 1965; Kusabach, 1966; Miller, 1974). residential densities based on water quality.

During the late 1970's the NJGS employed the nitrate

dilution model of Trela and Douglas (1978) to provide The New Jersey Department of Environmental

the Pinelands Commission with recommendations for Protection, Division of WaterQuality, has used a version

appropriate residential lot sizes based on water-quality oftheTrela-DouglasmedelinconjanctionwiththeNJGS'

criteria. The same principles were applied by Sannders ground-water recharge model (Charles and others, 1993)

and others (1979) in evaluating the possible impact of a since 1995 to determine the effect of developments of 50

proposed subdivision. At that time the primary drinking ormore units with on-site subsurfacewasterwaterdisposal
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systems on ground waterquality (Fred Bowers, NJDEP, Acknowledgements
2001,_ioralcommunication). In this application,a nitrate
targetOf5.2 mg/L is used. The targetwas established by We gratefully acknowledge reviews by Dr. Fred

applying the State's antidegradatiunpolicy (N.J.A.C 7:9- Bowers of the NJDEP's Bureau of Nonpoint Pollution

6). control, Dr. John Trela of Dan Raviv Associates, Jim

Cosgrove ofTRC Omni Environmental, and Emmanuel

The present recharge-based nitrate-dilution Charles of the U.S. Geological Survey.

model involves coupling a modification of the Trela-
Douglas model with NJGS' ground-waterrechargemodel The figure on the cover is from a website titled

(Charl_:s and others, 1993) to develop estimates of 'Septic System Owner's Guide' maintained by the

appropriateresidentiallot sizes to meet state water-quality University of Minnesota, College of Agricultural,Food,

goals for niUate-nitrogen. The ground-water-recharge and Environmental Sciences, Extension Service: http://
component of the model incorporates variations in land www.exteusion.umn.edu/distribution/naturalresources/
use, sol! type, and climate observed'throughoutthe State. DD6583.html

The goal of this model is to provide a tool that can be

used, inlconjanction with other appropriatetools, to help
.I I .....

daternnne the sustainable residentialcan'_ng capacityof
land in New Jersey.



Nitrate and Water Quality

Nitrate in ground water, conversion from ammonia to nitrateand nitriteoccurs in

unsaturated,well-aerated soil below septic fields (Walker

The present analysis focuses on nitrate andothers, 1973b).

concentrations in ground water resulting from on*site

subsurface wnstewater disposal systems. Other The accumulation of inorganic nitrogen in

constituents could also be addressed. However, nitrate ground water in residential areas served by on-site

was chosen for several reasons: (1) it generally occurs wastewater systems is well documented (Tinker, 1991,

naturally only at low levels; (2) elevated levels are Mushy, 1992,Hant2scbeandFinnemom, 1992). Because

generally an indicatorof anthropogenic activities; (3) it nitrate in its inorganic form is highly stable and mobile

is fairlystable and mobile end thus a good tracerof water . under normal ground-water conditions, it can migrate

qualityexchanges, and;(4) there arehumanandecological readily. Thus, areas downgradient of a development

concerns associated with excess levels of nitrate. Each utilizing these systems commonly show elevated niU'ate

of these factors is discussed below, levels in the ground water.

In this report nitrate is referred to in units of Nitrate concentrations in ground water in

nitrate-nitrogen,in mg/L. (A concentration of 10 mg/L undeveloped areas am typically low, averaging less than

nitrate-nitrogenis equivalent to 44 mg/L of the NO_"ion 1 mg/L (Stackelberg and others, 1997). Anthropogenic

(Hem, 1985)). In general, all measurements in this report sources, such as residentialdevelopment and agriculture,
ai'e converted from actual ionic concentrations to elevate nitrateconcentrations. Concentrationsof nitrate

equivalent nitrate-nitrogenconcentrations, in ground water in agriculutral areas can exceed the

primarydrinkingwaterstanderdof 10mg/L. In developed
Nitrate is generated by biological oxidation of and developing areas, concentrations of nitrate are

organic and inorganicnitrogen. This process is known as typically in the range of 1 and 3 mg/L (MacLeod and
nitrification. The principle end product,nitrate,is a stable others, 1995).

and mobile anionic species under the most prevalent

ground-water conditions in the water-table aquifers of The NJGS maintains a program to collect,

New Jersey. Nitrite is also an intermediateproduct of analyze, and report information on uatorally occurring

nitrification, but is less stable and commonly occurs in waterquality. Data from this programwere compiled in

much lower concentrations than nitrate. For planning conjunction with water-quality studies by the U.S.
purposes, it is commonly assumed that by the time the Geological Survey (USGS) to determine ambient

leachate reaches the water table the ammonia has been concentrations of nitrate-nitrogen or nitrate/nitrite in

entirelyconverted to nitrateand thatnitrite concentrations ground water (table 2). This table groups studies by

are insignificant, physiographic province.

This report is primarily concerned with nitrate The data in table 2 include analyses from areas

in ground water produced by on-site subsurface of mixed land use and from agriculturalareas. Nitrate

wastewatei" disposal systems. A net nitrate-nitrogen concentrations in samples from agricultural areas are

loading rate of I0 pounds per person per year is a elevated, as expected, showing the effects of land

rensunablevalue (table l). Nitrateaccumulationin ground application of fertilizers. If pradominantly agricultural
water due to these systems has been recognized for many areastudies areeliminated, median nitrateconcentrations

years(Toddand McNuhy, 1974). Nitrate isproducedfrom for non-agriculturalareas range from 6.03 to 3.5 mg/L.

nitrification in the unsaturated zone beneath a septic

disposal bed. This organic and inorganic nitrogen is Other sources of nitrate.
convertedto nitrite and nitrate as the wastewatereffluent

migrates downwardto the water table. Nearly complete There are other potential sources of nitrate in



groutldwater. 'Theseincludenitratein precipitation, lawn small fraction of naturally uccun-ing organic carbon in

fertilizersand decomposition of plant materialandanimal soils or aquifersediments is labile (Desimune and Barlow,

wasta. Nitrate loading rates from these sources can vary 1996), because it has been subjected to aerobic ground

wideiy. Typically nitrate levels in ground water in water for thousands of years. If the concentration of

agrian!toral areasarehigher thaninresidentialarens (Hem, nitrate-ni_'ogeninthe groundwaterexceeds that of organic

1985). Elevated nitrate concentrations attributableto the carbon,the organiccarbonfraction is insufficient to bring

use offertilizers can also be found in urban areas (U.S. about denitrification (Korom, 1992). Thurmsu 0985)

Geological Survey, 1999; Carleton and Vowinkle, 1996). states that most ground water has organic carbon
concentrationsof less than 2 mg/L.

i Quantifying actual nitrate loading rates to the

ground water from land-epplied sources is difficult and Denitrification also requires anaerobic

beyond theacupeofthisproject. One important mitigating conditions. Gillham and Cherry (1978) found that
factor is that nitrogen from these sources must travel denitrifieation doesn't take place if the concentration of

downvJard through the root zone in order to enter the dissolved oxygen .exceeds 2.0 mg/L.
ground' water. Plant uptake may greatly decrease the

nitrate concentrations during this journey. This is in Denitrificatiun in ground water may be carbon

contrast'to the niUme in the effluent from a subsurface or nitrate limited, or oxygen suppressed, depending on
disposal:system, which is injected into the ground below concentrations of these constituents in ground water.

the root!zone and is less subject to diminution by plant Walker and others (1973a) found-that denitrificatiun

uptake, beneath septic disposal fields in unsaturatedsandy soils

may be insignifcant due to the lack of anaerobic

Stability of nitrate (denRrification). conditionsandorganicmatter.

Nitrate is generally stable in groundwater and In a study of a nitrateplume on glacial sands in

most of the attenuationof nitrate levels in groundwater CapeCud, a denitrifieationrate equivalent to 1.5 mg/L as

is the result of dilution by better-quality recharge water, nitrogen per 100 feet of horizontal flow was observed

However, denilrificationmayoccuringroundwaterwhem (Desimone and Barlow, 1996). On a mass basis,

the conditions are favorable. Denitrificatiun is the denitfification transformedabout2 percent of less of the

microbial conversion of nitrate and nitrite to dinitrogen total mass of nitrogen in the plume of septic effluent per

(N2) gas (Korom, 1992). This process can reduce the 100 feet of flow. Foster and others (1985), in a study of

concentration of nitrate in ground water but does not the Lincolnshire Limestone in England, determined a

commonly occur in most areas served by domestic on- nitrate reduction rate of l0 mg/L over a horizontal flow

site subsurface wastewater disposal systems, distance of 2 km after 100 days. These researchers

suspected that some of the organic carbon acting as an

Denitrificationrequiresfourprimary conditions: elecm)n donor in the donitrificationprocess was probably

(1) appropriatebacteria;(2) nitrogen oxides; (3) organic derived from the limestone aquifer matrix itself. They
carbon; and (4) anaerobic conditions (Desimone and determined also that if the concentration of nitrate in the

Barlow, 1996; Korom, 1992; Firestone, 1982). All groundwater exceeds that oforganic carbon, thecarbun

conditions areseldom combined in the properproportions will be insufficient to bringabout denitrificatiun.

in groundwater. This isparticularlytroe in rechargearess

where grunnd-waterdepths are commonly great, aerobic One factor oRen overlooked is the persistent,

conditions prevail, and carbon has been oxidized from cumulative effects of the bnild-up of nitrates duringlong-

the aquifer, termsewage disposal practice at a given site 0"Iantascbe

andFinnemore, 1992). This is the result of an imbalance

Denitrificatiunrequiresa suitableelectron donor, in the factors governing the process (for example, by a

This is commonly organiccarbon, but the aquifermatrix depletion of organic carbon).
may also serve as an electron donor. Generally, only a
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Because of the variability of controlling factors, Infants who consume water with nitrate-nitrogen

such as soil and aquifer geochemistry, the rateof in-place concentrations greaterthan 10mg/L may be afflicted with

denitrification is difficult to quantify. Korom (1992), in a methemogloblnemia (Hem, 1985; Johnson and others,

reviewofresearchofdenitrification, concludes that, "our - 1987). In addition, elevated nitrate concentrations may

cunent capabilities to predict an aquifer's denitrification be an indicator of the presence of other contaminants in

characteristics aresite specific at best." Whereit has been groundwater, such as pesticides.

documented, deoitrificatioo rotes are commonly low or

occur only aRer great lengths of time or flow paths. Shallow ground water generally discharges to

nearbysurfacewater. This is termedbaseflow. The quality

Human and ecological concerns with nitrate, of the baseflow can affect surface-waterqanlity, especially

duringlow-flow times. If the baseflow has elevated nitrate

Nitrate in sufficient concentrations has concentrationsthenitmayencoumgethegrowthofalgac

potentially adverse health effects when ingested, by. in the surface water. This may affect aquatic species in
vulnerablehumans and has adverseeffects on ecosystems, the streams (U.S. Geological Survey, 1999).

Table 1. Nitrate loading rotes

Data Source ReportedParameter Pounds/person/year

1nak. ]9_0 to[a] nitrogen I0.4

Ligman and others. 1974 total nitrogen 14.2

Metoalf & Eddy, Inc., 1991 total Kejdabl nitrogen 9.9

Siegrist and other, 1976 total ni_ogen 5.4

U.S.EPA, 1980 total Kejdahl niti'ogen 9.13



Table 2. Minimum, median and maximum nitrate values reported in selected studies of ground water in New Jersey

Scttlq Aquiferand Anml I)¢v_q_,_memI Pmramet_ Number Comr_teadoo (ml_lL,) Swim

-. oi*Samp_ M'almum Median Maxim,.n

sedlmmm_ b_kack olm_-_uo._m 33 0,1 1.6 7.4 _ 1994

strmifleddrift niaam+cdtr_ 18 _5 Czamik& Kcmmki, 1994

_ _'y_zltiM Imch'ock n_tdt¢ L9 Sci_ h_pttss
P.,h_.,b. _mc_;taTli_ bob'ock ul_tg'-uiXg_l_. 45 <0.1 0./6 4.7

H_'h._4_ _ cl_li_ b_hc.ck nitmt.-vi_ 16 <0.1 038 2
Ki_ Lim¢svaffi n_ 30 <0.1 3,15 9.1
(¢.afaeaa_tagkoc_) Nidmlsoa md o_aerk1996

snfificd d_fl nitmu:.nin_tm 27 < I 2.3 33)

Marda_ Fommtioa nim_ 26 < 0.05 _16 SJ

K?_ Limcsam¢ nimm'mtmlF_ 26 <0._ 0_9 S.6
(¢a.4..-----%,:.,,.2.)

HewJen_ nimm_osea 663 0.04 0,5 26 K.e,o_. 1985
x:pp_PC.Macp,ifu, niame_,aug_ 37 0.3

midW¢_ aq._if_r _n_¢_iuolima 34 23 _ _md_ 1_7

PRM aquifer(u_cer+ _.i_b) n_ 71 1.7
PRMaquif__ olmlg'+clt¢i_ 262 0 0.03 0.$4 FUaWO& Vo_miu,1981

_hq._aqaif__a_m_under:lopedm aimmbnlu_a tS_al 0.1
PP_4 _ s'_ _culuusl _ n/e_'_itmsen 83 "¢owiakcl_d'l_oc_. 1995

_,uif__ aim_g,_m'i_ 575 0 0.6 I _ Fmilio_d o:heng1984

up_ F_JdIg_ifc_" nb.%;_:.;ii_: 133 <0,[ <0,1 13
upqp_PP.,_a_alf_ Kjeldahlr_ 133 • 0.2 0.3 2,8
Iosm !_4 aquifer _ 11:6 <O.I <0.1 13

IovnffiPP.Maquif_ Y,_ahl aix_ 106 <00, 0.3 5,4
PP.M_ fcrr_m_ nil_att,+aitr_ 116 <0.l <0.1 23 El'sdnlindo@sa_'_1994

Kh_aod,_:_u_ aq_if_ symm. _ <0.1
uadevek_¢d_

_mm] "dowbxmklc_d "rzppcr.198.q
Ki_omo_.atar,,_,q__ rf,m_ almm-_iu_s= 7._

_ _f=r s3qn'=m, nn_t¢-ni_l_ g37 119

g_cm_d/Cohaas_aq,aifi=rs_a. a_ 13 3.4 MacL_odaadomen. 199_

K_ _luif_r_m. a_ t6 2,75
_ial wefts

_ _ f_ r/m':m . niuag-_aiuite 154 <0.1 O,OS 10-_ Hmim_ &'v_uah. 19_s
Kitk'_t_o_-.ohalu_ aquifi_rryst¢_ almm.-e/_0_ 29 0.097 8.2 27

_'egrglilu_al

_..h...,.y a_fer sy_m, nimm-nlaolpm 13 .07
und_lopcd mtm

_ aqui_ rS_ nium_u',0_m 30 2.6

z_-_m_msm_w Smckl_ m_dothess,t 9_7

okl ur;amar_s

Kbh,,ood,'_ _j aqu_f_rry_aem, n_ 15 1310
agn_tmn_ mcas

_,.,h,,-_,_. aqalf_r_ ni_:ra_-maolpm 159 3.1

_ ,qu_fu-s_c_ uln_c.aiao_cn 6.0
,qpi_,Uand mm

_lridl_onFmPn::amt

K/rk_od_.o,___ aquife_sysmm, ai_'m_altm_m 2.1 g.oa_ia_iodam_1993

ue Bri_ Fm_...._

_^h..,..._..qoi_ _ nimao-aiu,_a 02.5
m a_ wi_'da_0 fL,

no B¢i_ Fm

_ _pifm"_smm alt_ 246 <O.l O.OS I0+5 _ & oe,_._ 199"I

Ki_ _luil_ 17_=m ni=ffi_m_ 5 0.13 0,36 3.s "6'_t_ciu_M 1992
_ aCl'.d_ersYaem _ 19 02, 0_.S 5.75 Wallmd orhms.1994

aquif_ _ ni_ate'nitml_ 10 0.01 0.01 0.01 Lacom_ & eomalm, 1995
Kh_vood_?oh_ qxdf_ sym_m nlmu¢-_ 25 <.05 0.l 6 .Iohnaonm0V4U.1996

• Forad_u=ipfionofthcaquift_sofNwv J¢-/_-y_,_H_-manando(h¢_s(1998)..Abbr¢'ria6om: PRM-Po¢oma¢-P.afitan-_aquif_u_/smm. Fm-Formarion
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Nitrate-Dilution Model

The basic nitrate-dilution model of Trela and Some of the above assumptions result in an

Douglas (1978) was developed to estimate the landarea underestimate of nitrate concentrations from on-site

necessary to dilute nitrate emanating from on-site disposalsystems whereas others result in anoverestimate.

subsurface wastewater disposal systems to reach a The model is not intended to accurately show the precise

specified concentration in ground water. It was first concentrationof nitratesalong ground-water flow paths,

applied in New Jersey in the Pine Barrensof the Coastal but is a tool m estimate overall loading of inorganic
Plain. nitrogen to ground water from subsurface wastewater

disposal systems.

Trela-Douglas Model Assumptions.
Modification ofTrela-Douglas model

A series of assumptions areinherentin applying

the Trela-Douglas nitrate-dilution model. These The nitrate-dilutionmodel of Tre!a and Douglas
assumptions, and some of their implications, are: (1978) is a mass:balance model. It assumes the mass of

nitrate addedto the ground water is the same as that which

Completeanduniform mixingofwastewaterund leaves the lot in ground water at the downgradient side.
recharge takes place at the water table. The actual Itwasintendedtoestimatenitratcconcentrationsinground

behavior of ground-water flow and contaminantplumes waterdowngradientof a home with an individualon-site

suggests that the wastewater plume moves in a waste disposal system (typically a septic tank with a

concentratedslug, with higher concentrationsatthe center, leashate field) in the Pine Barrens on New Jersey.

However, on a regional basis this assumption is jnstified.

The basic Trela-Douglas mass balance equation

The only water available to dilute wastewater/s assumes thatthe massof nitrateleaving the lot is the result

recharge. On an individual lot only that rechargewhich only of nitrate added by the septic system. The mass is

falls directlyon the lot dilutesthe plume. This assumption calculated as the product of the effluent volume and

ignores mixing of the plume with upgradientwater. Ona concentration of nitrate in the effluent. The volume of
regional basis, however, this assumption is reasonable water leaving the lot is the volume of waterfromthesaptic

because one cannot guarantee the quality of upgradiant system added to the volume of recharge.
water.

In the present model, the basic Trela-Douglas

Molecular dispersion anddiffusion are not taken model approach is modified in three ways. (1)The nitrate

into account. Dispersion and diffusion are more active at added to the site is expressed as a functionof the number

the peripheries of the plume and may not affect the core of people perhome and theper capita nitrateloading rote.

significantly, especially along short distances. (2) Only waterrecharging on the site is assumed to dilute
the nitrate. (3) Only the permeable portion of the lot is

The entire residentiallot areaprovides recharge assumed to contribute recharge. This is expressed as:

to dilute the effluent. No account is made for water

diverted by rooftops and paved areas to storm drains. Li = Lo (1)

Denitrificatian is absent. Nitrate concentrations where

in ground water are lowered only by dilution, the addition L_= nitrate loading rate
of more dilute recharge water. Lo--nitrate leaving lot in ground water

There is a one-to-one correspondence between The amount of nitrate added to the site is expressed as:

homes and disposal systems. Each home has only one

disposal system andeach disposal system serves only one Li= HM (2)
home.
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where on small lots so the effects of accounting for them are

H = number of people per home more pronounced.

M ffipercapita nitrateloading rate

The amount of permeable land (Ap) is the total

_i The second modification is to the amount of lot size multiplied by the percentage of pervious area.

nitrate leaving the site. This is expressed as: Using eqnation 5, Ap is defined as:

L_--ApR_q (3) Ao= A( 1-0.179A"°57_) (6)

where Substitutingequations 2, 3 and 6 into equation I

/%= amount of permeable land per home yieldsa modified Trela-Douglasnittate-dilutiun equation:

R,,_= recharge rate through pervious

areas of site HM = A(I-0.179A'°_)R_ Cq (7)

• Cq= concentration of nitrate in groundwater at ""

the downgradientend of the lot Equation (7) may be rewritten to solve for

recharge (IL_). The equation becomes:

Thethirdmodificationto the basicTrela-Douglas

model involves the cousideration of impervious cover. If R_ffi_ffiHM / (CqA(1-0.179A_J_s)) (8)

partof the lot is not permeable(such as rooftopsorpaved
areas) it may not contribute recharge. If all precipitation Equation(8) hasnot hadany units assigned. For
falling on the impervious surface discharges off the lot example, if the following units and values are used:

less rechargeis availableto dilute thenitrateinthe effluent.
Variable Units

Table 3 relates an estimated impervious cover H persons per home

to lotsize (U.S. DepartmentofAgricultore, 1986). Fitting M pounds per person peryear

a power series to the datawith thepercentage impervious Cq mg/L nitrate-nitrogen

cover as the dependent variable yields the following A acre,s per home

equation: R,_ inches per year

I_ = 0.179A_s_ (4) then the expression for R_ becomes:

where IL_ = 4.4186HM / (CqA(1-0.179A'°sT_)) (9)
A ffilot size (acres per home)

I_= impervious surface cover expressed where 4.4186 is a conversion factor. As an example, if

as a fraction the following values am assumed

Equation 4 can be rearranged to express the lot H = 3 persons per home

size as a function of impervious surface cover. In this M = 10pounds per person per year
case the expression becomes: Cq= 5.2mg/L

A = 3 acres per home

A = 0.0492h_1"Ts (5)

then P._ is equal to 9.4 inches per year. Thus, for these

In table 3 the third column shows the estimated assumed values, ifa development of 3-acre lots receives

impervious surface cover based on equation5 and on the 9.4 inchesper yesr ofrechargn throughthe previous areas

lot size in the firstcolumn. Figure I shows the basic data of the site, then nitrate (from an on-site subsurface

and a bestfit line ofimpervinus surfacecover asa function wastewater disposal system) in groundwater leaving the

of lot size. Impervious surfaces areproportionallylarger development is dilutedto 5.2 mg/L aftercomplete mixing•

9



Receiving less rechargeproduces less dilution end results recharge to dilute the effluent emanating from an on-site

in a greater nitrateconcentration, subsurface wastewater disposal system is not exactly

accurate. The plume from an individual system is diluted

The values for housing occupancy rates (N.J. by recharge which falls upgradient or downgradient of

DepamnentofLabor,2001)endnitrateloadingrates(table the tank. Thus the Trela-Douglas method cannot

l) are assumed to be average values for New Jersey. accurately estimate nitrate concentrations downgradient

Different values yield different results. The accuracy of of an on-site subsurface wastewater disposal system on

the results are also dependent upon the validity of the any individual lot. On a larger scale, however, it can •

underlying assumptions, adequatelyestimate theeffect of multiple disposalsystems

on waterquality downgradiemof a housingdevelopment.
Equation 9 allows calculation of rechargebased

on other input parameters. The equation is in this form, The model does not correct for nitratedilution

instead of being solved for lot size, in order to facilitate by groundwaterflowing under the lot from the upgradiem

plotting of thesolution. These results are shown in figure direction. This is becausetheconcentrationofbackgrouad

2 end in table4. Intable4 the necessaryrecha_e is shown nitratemay vary. If the planned system depends on some

for a nitrate targetof 5.2 mg/L. dilution from upgradient water, then any worsening of

upgradient ground water may cause the downgradient

Limiting Assumptions nitratetargetto be exceeded. In short, the only water that

can be reliedon in estimating nitratedilution is recharge

The assumption that the entire lot contributes generatedon the lot.

Table 3. Lot size end impervious cover relationship

ImperviousCover

Lot Size from TR-55' Estimated from equation 7

(acres per home) (percent) (percent)

0.13 65% 59%

0.25 38% 39%

0.33 3O% 34%

0.5 25% 27%

1 20% 18%

2 12% 12%

3 (b) 9.6%

4 (b) 8.1%

5 (b) 7.1%

6 (b) 6.4%

7 (b) 5.9%

8 0_) 5.5%
9 Co) 5.1%

10 (b) 4.8%

a) U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1986

b) Not given in TR-55
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Table 4. Lot size, imperviouscover, and recharge requiredto meet nitrate targetbased on a modified Trela-Douglas
nitrate-dilution modelI.

Lot Size Impervious Coverz Recharge rate3(in/yr) required to

(acres) (percent) meet nitrate target of 5.2 mg/L

20 3.2% 5.3

19 3.3% 5.4

18 3.4% 5.5

17 3.5% 5.5

16 3.7% 5.7

15 3.8% 5.8

14 4.00/0 ' 5.9

13 4.1% 6.1

12 4.3% 6.3

11 4.6% 6.5

I0 4.8% 6.7

9 5.1% 7.1

8 5.5% 7.5

7 5.9% 8.0

6 6.4% 8.7

5 7.1% 9.8

4.5 7.6% 10.4

4 8.1% 11.3

3.5 8.8% 12.4

3 9.6% 13.9

2.5 10.6% 16.1

2 12.1%. 19.4

1.5 14.2% 25.1

1 17.9% 37,1

0.75 21.1% 50.0

0.5 26.6% 78.2

0.33 33.5% 127,0

0.25 39,5% 184.3

0.13 58.7% 532.1

1. Assuming,3 people per home, and 10 pounds per person per year nitrate loading rate.

2, From the relationship between lot size and impervious cover developed for this report.i!

3, Recharge rates greater than 23 inches per year are unlikely in New Jersey.
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Figure 1. Relation between percentage of impervious land cover and housing density.

Points depict U.S. Deparlment of Agriculture (1986) data.

Curve is best fit power series line for the data set.

Modified Nitrate Dilution Model
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Figure 2. Example of modified Trela-Douglas nitrate-dilution model.

Assumptions: 3 people per home, 10 pounds nit,ate per person per year.
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Ground Water Recharge Model

Ground water recharge is defined here as that This method is applied on a municipality end

waterwhich infiltrates verticallydownwardfrom the land soil-specific basis. Forexample, estimatedground-water

surface to below the rootzone. The watermay then move recharge at developed sites in Rockaway Township,

lateraily to discharge in streams and lakes or downward MorrisCounty on Rockaway soil, is shown in table 5.

to enter an aquifer. This water is available to dilute the Figure3 shows rechargeplottedagainst imperviouscover

efl'lue_temerging from an on-site subsurfacewastewater for this area. This assumes that after development the .

dispo_l system, it is important to note that aquifer pervious portions of a site have the recharge

rechargeis a portionofgrunnd-water recharge. Estimates chacacterisitics of landscaped open space.

of aquifer recharge may underestimate ground-water
recharge. Figure 3 shows that fora specific soil type end

municipality, ground-water recharge through developed

Report GSR-32 of the New Jersey Geological sitesofvaryingdensityis assumed to be a linearfunction

Survey, "A method for evaluating ground-water recharge of the impervious surface cover. This can be expressed
areas in New Jersey," details one method for evaluating as:

it

this recharge forland parcelsas small as 5 acres (Charles
and others, 1993). This method is based on local site 1_--R,_ (1 -I= ) (10)

factors, which area function of the.specific municipality,

soil, end land use/lend cover CLULC). This method was where

published in spreadsheet formby Hoffman (1999b). The R_ = average recharge on the site

method61ogy as developed applies only to New Jersey. (inches per year)

The asstimptiuns involved in this model are thoroughly R,ffi, -- maximum recharge assuming 0 percent
listed in Charles and others (1993). impervious surface cover on landscaped open

space (inches per year)

This method has since been applied several [= = impervious surfacecover expressed

times: in Middlesex County (French, 1996), Cape May as a fraction

County(French end Silves_, 1999)and the UpperPassaic
watershed(N.J.Dept. of Enviroumental Protection,1998), As shown in equation 4, the impervious surface

for example. The NJGS plans to apply this method to all cover can be expressed as a function of lot size.

• the counties in New Jersey. Substitoting equatiun 4 into equntion 10 results in:

When the methodology was first published a R_= IL_,(I -0.179A _j_) (11)

basin calibration factor of 1.3 was recommended. This
factor calibrates ground-water recharge from an entire where A is the lot size in acres per unit. This equation

basin to base flow mea,_,red _,ta downsmmmgage. The makes it possible to calculate the rechargeat developed

NJGS currently recommends using a basin factor of 1.0 lots of different sizes. For the example of the Rockaway

basedon recentcalibrationof basin-wide rechargevolume soil in Rockaway Township, with a basin factor of 1.0,

from this methodology to revised stream baseflow the results areshownin figuse 4. Asimilar curve cenbe
estimations (Hoffmen, 1999a). developed for any soil andmunicipality combination in

New Jersey.

This method providesan estimate of the ground-

water recharge on a parcelof land. Italso can be used to

estimate changes m recharge resulung from changes m

land use. Thus, for example, it can be used to determine

how rechargechanges following developmentof a parcel
of land.
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Table5.DevelopedlandcodesforRockawayTownship,Rockawaysoilwithestimatedimperviouscoverandground
waterrecharge.

LandUse/LandCover Imperviouscover Estimatedrecharge

Code Description (percen0 (inchesperyear)'

0 landscapeopenspace 0 16.5

1 1/8 acre lots 65 5.8

2 1/8 - 1/2 acre lots 33 11.1

3 1/2 - 1 acre lots 23 12.7

4 1 -2 acre lots 17 13.7

5 developed, landscaped 85 2.5

6 developed, 100 0.0

unlandscaped

a) Based on the method of Charles andothers, 1993, assuming the basin factor= 1.0.
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Figure4. Graphrelatingtolotsize.(CalculatedusingtherechargemethodologyofCh,zrlesandothers,1993.This
exampleisfora Rock,awaysoilinRocka',vayTownship,Mort'isCounty.)
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Recharge-Based Nitrogen-Dilution Model

The goal of the recharge-based nitrate-dilution The NJGS' groundwaterrechargemethodology
model is to determine, for the specified values, the (as developed by Charles end others, 1993 and referred

minimumlotsizethatwigprovidesufficientground-water to as 'GSR-32') was used (equation 11) to estimate

recharge to dilute the nitrate discharging fromthe on-site rechargethrough the pervious areas of a developed lot.
subsurface wastewater disposal system to the target This term is referred to as Rm_.

concentration. This is done by merging the Trela-Douglas

nitrate-dilution model and the ground water recharge Merging these two models isequivalent to noting
model of the NJGS. where the recharge vs. land area curve from the modified

Trela-Douglas equation (figure 2) is equal to the

Model Development. R_. This is shown in figure 5.

The Trela-Douglas nitrate-dilution method was The equation combining these terms is
rewritten (equation 9) incorporating the relationship

between lot size end rechage to facilitate meeting the R_, = 4.4186HM/Cq A(I-0.179A "°sT_))(12)

specified water-qoality goal. The relationship between

lot size end recharge needed is shown in figure 1 (as the where the variables are defined as follows:

'modified-for-impervious-surface-cover' curve) and in
table 3.

Variable Explanation Units

H populationdensity persons perhome

M per capita nitrate loading rate pounds per person peryear

Cq target nitrate concentration mg/L nitrate-nitrogen

A area per disposal system acres per home

R_, maximum ground water recharge for specified inches per year

municipality & soil assuming 0% impervious

surface cover on landscaped open space

Equation 12cen besolved forA in diffarentways. uitratetarget,towrtship,end soil. Eachis discussed below.

In the accompenying spreadsheet the equation is solved If the user plans to submit model results as part of an

by an iterative solution approach with limits set on the application then parametervalues should be selected after

solution to ensure a realistic result, a discussion of appropriate values with Department of

Environmental Protection staff at a preupplication

For the specific values used in this example meeting.
intersection occurs at 1.8 acres/lot. The combined

methodology estimates that smaller lots lack enough The housing density rate of 3 people per home

recharge to dilute the nitrate to the target concentration, isbased on ststewide estimates. Different occupancy rates

Larger lots dilute the nitrate to a value lower than the maybe eppmpriate if site-specific data indicate otherwise.

watar-quality goal end thus provide some safety margin. Towashipaverages or occupency rotes from nearby similar

developments may be appropriate in some cases.
Parameter Selection.

A per capita nitrate loading rate of 10 pounds

The user can change 5 parameters in the model: per person per year is supported by the available data.

housing occupancy rates, par capita nitrate loading rate, This number should not be changed by the user.
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The user determines the nitrate water-quality are annual average values. In reality, this recharge is

target that representsthe desired outcome. The selection highly season specific. There is typically little recha_e

ofawater-quality targetofthe modelshouldbe a function during the summer and early fall. Thus nitratecoming

ofreleyantwater-resoureepolicies and standards.Because out of the disposal system will not be dilutedby recharge

the model incorporatesseveral limiting assumptions, it is on the lot during this time• Ground-water recharge

advisable to incorporate a sefety factor into the selection principallyoccursfrom late fall thrnugh latespring. Thus

of the _,vater-qualityterget. The selected targetmay vary effluentwill receivemore diintionthan ispredicted during

depending on geographic location or predominant land theseseasons. Ata sufficient distancedowngradientfrom
• II

use m the modeled area. In the example above, a nitrate the lot these differences average out. But immediately
targetof 5.2 mg/L isused. This comes froman application downgradient of a single lot there may be significant

of New Jersey's anti-degredation policy on water quality seasonal variations in nitrate concentrations.
in areas with surfacewater classified as FW2 (N.J.A.C. .

7:9-6). This number,the "anti-degradatiunlimit," isbased How to Use the Spreadsheet.
on a background nitrate value of 0.4 mg/L anda primary

drinking water standard of 10 mg/L. This is the nitrate The file NJ NO3_DILUTION_V50._(LS is an
targetused bythe DEPinthe 1990's to evaluato proposed EXCELspreadsheet. When EXCELstarts toloadthe file

developments of 50 ormore units (Bowers, 1999). Other it will indicate thatthe spreadsheet wants to runmacros.

nitt'ate targetsmay differ if other regulatory approaches The user must indicate that this is acceptable by clicking

or standardsare more appropriateto a specific area. the 'ok' button because the spreadsheet calculates the

minimum lot size by running a macro. Not allowing
The local township and soil are used by the macros to execute will prevent the spreadsheet from

ground-wator recharge methodology to estimate ground- performing as desired.
water recharge. Soils erebased on the National Resource

Conservation Serviee'scounty soil maps. Ifa site contains Additionally, the calculations require access to
more than a single soil the methodology should be run a special solver routine. The programmust have access
for each soil. tothe file SOLVER.XLA. This is anadd-in file to EXCEL

thatmust beactivatedby issuing the following commands:
The NJGS ground-water-rechargemethodology

calculation incoq0oratesa "basinfactor." This is intended 1.) On the 'Tools' menu pick the 'Add-Ins' optiun.
as a calibrationfactor to compare ground-water recharge 2.) Check off the box in frontof 'SolverAdd-ln'. (If this

on a basin-wide basis to base flow observed at an is not an option, use the browse command to locate the

appropriatedownstreamstream gage (Charlesand others, fileSOLVEI_XLAand pick this file.) Then click the 'OK'
1993, Hoffman, 1999a). The basin factor isused'behind- button.

the-sceaes;,in the spreadsheet. This number should not

be changed from a value of 1.0 unless a basin-wide The spreadsheetcaanot porform the mathematics
comparison of total ground-water rechargeand stream necessary to calculate the area if this add-in is not

flow from a sufficiently-long data record can be used to accessible. It is important that the version of

justify a basin factor other than 1.0. This calibrationmay SOLVER.XLA used be compatible with the version of

only be applicable on a scale equivalent to the area EXCEL.
upstreamofthegage used forcomparison.

When the spreadsheet is opened forthe first time

The methodology estimates recharge at the the screen should look like figure 6. The user inputs the

developed site. It is interesting to note that recharge in basicparametersneeded by theTrein-Douglas andground-

New Jersey ranges from 0 to about 23 inches per year. water-rechargemethodologies via this screen. Soil type

Sandy soils in undeveloped areasin northernNew Jersey and municipalities am specified by clicking on the cell,

receive about20 to 23 inches per year. Developed areas, activatinga pull-downmenu and picking the appropriate
thosewithlesspermeablesoil,andthoseindrierportions value.

of the state rel:eive less recharge. These recharge values
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The. 'metadata' window has a more

comprehensive description of the methodology. This

window is not displayed initially. To see it the user must

turnoffthe spreadsheet's protection and then display it.

The calculation window does not automatically

update the appropriatelotsize as parametersare entered.
The user must click on the blue 'Solve' box to do this.

This runs an EXCEL macro which calculates the

appropriatearea. The macro responds with a command
box titled 'Solver Results'. If the solver finds an

acceptable solution the user should indicate in this

command to 'Keep Solver Solution' and then click the

'OK_button (figure 7).

The user can print out a page summarizing the

results on the computer's default printerby clicking on
the blue "PrintResults' box.
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Figure 5. Recharge values estimated by the nitrate-dilutionand recharge methodologies.
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Figure 7. Solver results screen of NJ NO3 DILUTION-V50.XLS,
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SUMMARY

This report presents a recharge-based nitrate- Cape May (an area with less groand-water recharge) on

dilution model based on water quality. Nitrate-nitrogen sandy soils is about 2.5 acres per home.

is used as the indicator of water quality. The estimated

area, expressed inacres per syatem, indieatesthenfmimum The model results are very sensitive to the

amount of land required to dilute the nitrate in effluent selected nitrate target. The target concentration should

discharging from an individual domestic on-site dependonthegnaloftheuser, lfthe goal is tomaintain

subsurface wastewater disposal system to a specified ambient ground-water quality in undeveloped areas the

concentration. The model is designed to estimate the user might select a concentration of I tO3 mg/L nitrate.

potentialimpactofdevelopmentonnitrateeoneentratious For areas experiencing build-out, the ambient

in ground water. It is not intended to be used to estimate concentration of nitrates in ground water is likely to be

nitrate concentrations at specific locations downgradient close to 3 mg/L in mose cases; this may be an appropriate

of an individual system, target in these areas if no further degradation of ground

water quality is the goal. Use of 10 mg/L as the target

The required area is generated using a wouldappeartoprotectdrinkingwaterquality, butwould

methodology that merges a modified Trela-Douglas provide no safety factors to aeenunt for the inability of

nitrate-dilutian model and the New Jersey Geological the model to simulate the actual behavior of wastewater

Survey's groand-water-reeharge model. The assumptions plumes in ground water. The target concentration should

used by these underlying models carry over to the nitrate- be based on specific water quality goals of the user and

dilution model, on state regulations and policies designed to protect water

quality.

Nitrate-nitrogen is selected for two reasons. The

potable water standard for nitrate-nitrogen is 10 rag/L;

higher euneentratious may cause methemoglobinemia in

infants. Nitrate is stable in ground water and elevated

levels may be used as an indicator of human impact on
the envimnment. In addition, nitrate is sometimes used

as an indicator of the possible presence of other

contaminants in ground water, such as pesticides.

The recharge-based nitrate-dilution model

requires specifying the occupancy rate, per capita nitrate

loading rote, municipality, soil type and target nitrate

concentration in ground water. An EXCEL spreadsheet

is provided to perform the necessary calculations.

If the input variables are 3 persons per home, 10

pounds of nitrate per person per year in the disposal

system's effluent, arid a nitrate criterion of 5.2 mg/L in

ground water, the model indicates that the minimum

required area is about 1.7 acres per home on the sandy

soils ofnorthwastem New Jersey. On less permeable soils

and in drier parts of the state, more land is needed per

disposal system to dilute the nitrate in the effluent to the

target concentration. For example, with the same input

parameters, the estimated required area on sandy soils in
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GLOSSARY

Aerobic - Requiring,orcapableof living in, thepresence thereby becomes reduced in concentration.
of oxygen.

Diffusion - The process by which solutes in watermove

Ambient - Generallythe conditions uninfluenced by fromareas of higher concentration to areas of
human activities. May also referto conditions lower concentration.

before being influenced by the activity under

study. Dinitrogen Gas - N2 - The most common form in

which nitrogen is found in nature. Most of theib

Ammonia - As used in this report,the aqueous ionic earth's atmosphere consists of N2.
.compound of nitrogen and hydrogen expressed

as NH4. Also refers to the gas NH3. Dissolved Oxygen - The amount of oxygen dissolved in

water, by weight.
Ammonium-nitrogen - A measure of the concentration

of nitrogen found in ammonia. Downgradlent - The area 'downhill' of a specific site.

Ina ground-wa/ersense, this is the area to which

Anaerobic - Requiring,or capable of living in, the the groundwater is flowing.

absence of oxygen.
Electron Donor - A chemical which, duringan oxidation

Anionic _ A compound with a negative ionic charge, reaction, gives up an electron.

Aquifer - A formation, groupof formations,part of a Electron Receptor - A chemical which, duringan
formation, or interconnected fractured bedrock, oxidation reaction, receives an electron.

capable of supplying useful quantities of water

tolwells and springs. Gradient - The degree of incliuntion of a surface.

Currying Capacity - A measure of how much activity a Impervious Cover - Pan of the landsurfacewhich does

particularresourcecan withstandbefore it is not allow recharge. Forexample, rooftops and
affected beyond a set amount, pavedareas.

Cationic - A compound with a positive ionic charge. Inorganic - A chemical orprocess whichdoes not involve
carbon+

Contaminant Plume - That portionof a resource

downgredient of a contamination sourcewhich Kjeldahl Nitrogen - A measure of both the ammonia

has become contaminated, and the organic forms of nitrogen.

Criteria, Water Quality - The designated levels of Labile - Chemically reactive or unstable mechanically.

concentration of contitoents that, when not

exceeded, will not prohibitor significantlyimpair Leachate - Liquidproduced during the decomposition
a designated use of watar, of matter.

Denitrlfleation - The process bywhich nitriteandnitrate Leachate Field - A system of horizontal pipes which

arc converted into nitrogen gas. distributes the leachate discharging from an on

site subsurfacewastewater disposal system over

Dispersion - The process whereby a solute in flowing a wider areato facilitate treatment.

ground wator is mixed with adjacent waterand
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Median - The value in a set of numbers such thathalf of household sewage waste and its decomposition

the numbersare greaterand half lower. For products. It commonly is connected to a series

example, in the set of numbers 1,2,2,3,4,78,100 of pipes ('leachate field') to allow liquid to exit

the median value is 3. the tank to the ground.

Nitrogen (organic) - Nitrogen in compounds that also Slug - A measurable pocket of contaminatedwater

containcarbon. These are fromo_,anic surfaces, moving with the water flow.
Amino acids, polypeptidas, proteins and

albuminoid nitrogen contribute to the organic Standard - The concentration which may not be

nitrogen content of water. A rise in the organic exceeded by a specific activity based on state

nitrogen content may indicate sewage or regulations.

industrialwaste pollution.

Upgredient - The areahydraulically 'uphill' of a specific
Nitrate - NO3 - The most highly oxidized form of site. In a gronnd-water sense, this is the area

nitrogen in the nitrogen cycle. It is generally from which the ground water is flowing.
nonreactiveand moves readily in water.

Water Table - The uppersurface of a zone ofsatoration

Nitrite - NO2 - This form of nitrogen is generally except where that surface is formed by a

unstable in aerobic environments. In most confining unit. The upper surfaceof the zone of

groundand surface waters it is a negligible saturationat which the water pressurein the

constituent, porous medium equals atmospheric pressure.

Nitrification - Generally,the process by which nitrogen

is convertedby soil bacteria into nitrite and
nitrate.

Organic - A chemical orreaction which involves carbon.

Ol0diTntion - A chemical reaction in which an element
loses an electron.

Oxidized - A chemical which has gone through an
oxidation reaction and lost an electron.

Physiographic Province - An area with distinct and
characteristic landforms.

PRiM - The Potomac-Rasitun-Magothy formation. It is

a major aquifer in southern New .lersey.

Recharge - The process of additionof waterto the
saturatedzone; also the water added.

Reduction - A chemical reaction in which an element

gains an electron.

Septic Tank - An undergroundtank designed to hold
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